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CHAPTER

ONE

What is a Blog?

To really understand blogs, you need to read_thern over time.
Following a blog is like getting to know someone, or like
watching a television series. Because blogging is a cumulative
process, most posts presuppose some knowledge of the history of the blog, and they fit into a larger story. There's a very
different sense of rhythm and continuity when you follow a
blog, or a group of blogs, over time, compared to simply reading a single post that you've found through a search engine
or by following a link from another website. A blog consists /
of more than words and images. It cannot be read simply for I
its writing, but is thejsum of writing, layout, connections and
links and the pace of publication.
A
You probably already have some idea of what a blog is, but,
if you're like most of us, your concept of "blog" may be skewed
by the kinds of blogs that you have read or that you have read
about in the media. This chapter will provide you with a definition of what a blog is, but, more importantly, I hope to give you
a broad sense of what blogs can be.
In the first edition of this book, I included a section on how
to set up your own blog. Five years later, I am still quite sure
that you will understand blogs better if you try setting up your
own blog, but I think it's easier to learn to do that from the
internet than from a book. Go to one of the common blogging
engines like Blogger.com or Wordpress.com, and follow their
instructions. It's free and it's really very easy - you just click
a few buttons, select a template to determine what your blog
should look like and you'll be ready to publish your first post. I
prefer the more open systems like Wordpress, which you can
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even install on your own server if you want total ownership,
but a lot of people enjoy blogging on more limited services like
Tumblr and Pinterest. Even Facebook is a land of blogging. So
as you read, please don't be afraid to dive in and try things for
yourself.
This chapter starts off with a history of blogging to give us
a sense of our surroundings. Next, I've chosen three kinds of
blogs for us to look at and analyse: a personal, diary-style blog;
a filter-style blog that combines expertise with a personal twist;
and two topic-driven blogs: a political blog and a craft blog.
After exarmrlmgThese blogs, I'll discuss some definitions of
blogs and consider how well they suit our examples.

A brief history of weblogs
Weblogs are unequivocally a product of the Web, and their history can be said to have begun at the same time as the Web was
born. The World Wide Web was invented by Tim Berners-Lee
and first implemented at the end of 1990, when Berners-Lee
finished building the tools necessary to publish and view the
first website: a web server on which to host the website, a web
browser with which to view it, and the site itself. At the time,
Berners-Lee was a scientist at CERN, the well-known particle
physics lab in Switzerland, and his project was not seen as particularly important. The internet had already existed for two
decades and was used by scientists, programmers and people
interested in new forms of communication. Before the Web,
the internet ran a number of protocols, such as email, UseNet
(discussion groups), IRC (a chat system) and Gopher (a way
of browsing files on remote servers). Many people simply saw
the World Wide Web as yet another protocol. Berners-Lee's
prototype web browser was entirely text based, so web pages
couldn't include images or other media as they do today, and
web browsers were not available on most computer platforms.
It wasn't until 1993 that the Web opened up to the general
public with the release of Mosaic, the first widely available

graphical web browser, and also the first web browser to allow
embedded images. Previous browsers had displayed images in
separate windows, not in the same window as the text.
Most early websites were imagined as finished products
rather than the constantly updated blogs and social media we
are familiar with today. In retrospect, personal home pages
can be seen as a precursor to blogs, but they were envisioned
as complete presentations of the user's interests, not as something that would change daily. Websites were, however, often
published before their creators imagined them to be complete.
'Under construction' signs were a common sight on websites
in the 1990s, often accompanied by an icon depicting a worker
with a shovel, as on road signs, showing the tension between
the desire for completion that we had inherited from print and
the constant flux of the Web.
By 1994, some pioneers had started online diaries. One of
the first diarists was Justin Hall, who still blogs today. If you
look at the early pages on his website, Justin's Links, you'll see
that his site then was very different from today's blogs, and
provides a wonderful example of the shift from building everexpanding, densely hypertextual websites to developing blogs
that are not intended to ever be completed. Hall used the section of his site called Vita to tell the story of his life (links.net/
vita). Some pages show links organized chronologically from
his childhood to the present; others are organized thematically
by family, by places he grew up and has travelled to, by school,
and by people who've meant a lot to him. Once you click a link,
you find yourself in a labyrinth of interlinked stories that keep
leading you through parts of Hall's life, frequently circling
back to certain key topics, such as his father's suicide when
he was eight, or his fascination with the Web. In 1996, Hall
began publishing diary entries (in a section of the site called
Daze), but each entry still had the same rambling style as his
autobiography. Hall didn't start using blogging software until
2003. Up until then, he hand-coded each entry.
When Justin Hall began publishing regular diary entries
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in 1996, his site matched today's understanding of what a
blog might be. However, at the time, the word 'weblog' didn't
exist - or rather, the word existed but was used for a different
purpose. The term 'Web log' was used in the early 1990s to
refer to the log of visitors that a person who administers a Web
server can see. A Web log showed the number of total hits a
site had received, how many unique users had visited, how
much data had been transferred and other information about
the traffic to the site.
In December 1997, Jorn Barger proposed the term should
be used differently (Blood 2000). Barger's site, Robot Wisdom,
was (and still is) a frequently updated list of links to other
websites Barger has visited and wants to recommend, and
Barger used the word 'weblog' as part of the title of his site,
Robot Wisdom: A Weblog by Jorn Barger. This, it seems, was the
first usage of the word 'weblog' in this sense. Robot Wisdom
was a very bare list of links, with little or no commentary on
each link. This style is similar to that of the more widely read
Scripting News in the early years. Scripting News is the weblog of
Dave Winer and was launched in April 1997, several months
before Robot Wisdom, and also consisted of links to websites
the blogger had seen with very minimal commentary. Here
are the first few lines of Winer's very first post, with the links
underlined:
Tuesday, April 01,1997
Linkbot, Big Brother.
Barry Frankel says Web Ads are Intrusive and Wesley Felter
replies.
Check this out. Amazing!
MacWEEK: Goodbye AppleLink. (A tear comes to my eye...)
Winer is still a prolific blogger, often writing several posts a
day. The most obvious difference is that each post is longer,
giving more context and presenting Winer's opinions on the
topic at hand. He will also often include links to more different
sources. Today, Winer uses links to build an argument, pulling ideas together from different websites and weaving links

into miniature essays. Winer's 1997 posts are much closer to
Robot Wisdom's simple list of links, logging the websites visited in much the same manner as the history menu on your
web browser.
Early bloggers hand-coded their sites, meaning that they
had to create their blogs from scratch and edit raw HTML code
or use a visual HTML editor like Dreamweaver each time they
updated the blog. In late 1998 and throughout 1999, several
free tools appeared that allowed bloggers to easily publish and
update blogs and online diaries using templates and Webbased forms where posts could simply be typed straight in.
Open Diary launched in October 1998, offering online diarists free hosting and an easy publishing solution. By January
1999, they hosted 2,500 diaries, all of them anonymous. In
fact, Open Diary required that users be anonymous:
The Open Diary is a totally anonymous diary community. We
don't want to know who you are, and we don't want your readers to know who you are. Therefore, please do not include
any information in your diary that would identify you. Such
information includes full names, street addresses, phone
numbers, and e-mail addresses that include your name in
them (like JohnSmith@xyz.com).
We do not allow any such information on this site, and
if you enter it, it will be deleted. [...] Remember, there is
a potential audience of 100 million people on the Internet
who could read your diary, we would prefer (and we think
you would also) if they didn't know who you are. (opendiary.
com, 'The Rules', accessed at thearchive.org's archive for 25
January 1999)
Early weblogs differed from many online diaries in that theM ^y>
were generally written by people who used their full namej I'
and, of course, in that they primarily consisted of comments/
on other websites and not of diary-like discussions of the writer's own life.
1999 also saw the launch of Pitas, the first free weblogging
tool, followed by the release of Blogger in August of the same
year. In her early essay on weblogs, Rebecca Blood argued that

the actual posting interface of Blogger may have influenced
the way weblogs developed in this period from being sparse
lists of links, like Barger and Winer's early posts, to being
more essayistic, including thoughts on issues not directly
"felatedto a specific website and links to other blogs that led to
conversations between blogs (Blood 2000). When you posted
to your Blogger blog in 1999, the interface provided a small
box for you to type the post's title, and a larger box for you to
type whatever you like. Other blogging systems, like that at the
still popular community blog Metafilter, had and still have a
morerigidsystem. At Metafilter, you fill out several boxes, each
cflarly labelled with instructions to the writer:
• Post Title. Keep it short and descriptive.
• Link URL. Web address of the site you're posting about.
• Link Text. These will be the first words of your post, and will
be a clickable link to the web address you entered above.
• Description. The body of your post. Feel free to add links
within your description, keep it one paragraph long if possible, line breaks will be stripped.
Recently, two extra boxes were added: an extended description
and a box for tags. The original interface leads to a very specific
form ofpost that is quite similar to the early style of Winer and
Barger. For instance, in August 2007, one could read posts
such as the following:
The Icelandic coastline. A gallery of photos of the rugged,
cold, and beautiful coast of Iceland.
posted by Gamblor at 5:40 AM -18 comments
Time lapse animations of planets and satellites. See what an
amateur digital astrophotographer could do a decade ago.
This is what the animated gif was designed to do.
posted by dkg at 6:43 AM - 20 comments
Statetris is Terris with European countries or American states
as blocks.
posted by goodnewsfortheinsane at 8:53 PM - 27 comments

As you can see, the posts match the constraints set up by the
four boxes of Metafiltefs posting interface. There are exceptions, as it is possible to compose a post without using the
initial link, but Metafilter is heavily dominated by brief, sparse
posts linking to one or more interesting or unusual websites.
The comments, however, can develop into lengthy debates,
often involving scores, sometimes hundreds, of participants.
By the year 2000, Rebecca Blood wrote that the transition
from the sparse lists of links, or filter^tyle weblogs, as she calls
them, to the mareessayistic form oTblogging had largely taken
place. She credits the free-form interface of blogging sites like
Blogger with this shift:
It is this free-form interface combined with absolute ease of
use which has, in my opinion, done more to impel the shift
from thefilter-styleweblog to journal style blog than any other
factor. And there has been a shift. Searching for a filter-style
weblog by clicking through the thousands of weblogs listed at
weblogs.com, the EatonWeb Portal, or Blogger Directory can
be a Sisyphean task. (Blood 2000)
But not all early weblogs were sparse, minimal lists of links.
An early blogger who wrote considerably more essayistic
posts than Jorn Barger and Dave Winer was Peter Merholz,
who was the first person to shorten the term 'weblog' to 'blog'.
Merholz simply noted this in the sidebar to his blog in 1999:
'I've decided to pronounce the word "weblog" as wee'-blog.
Or "blog" for short' (Blood 2000). Merholz's posts to his blog
PeterMe have consistently been more essayistic than sparse,
often discussing issues of usability and interface design, the
field within which he works. Merholz still blogs today and has
maintained this essayistic style.
Looking back, blogs like Metafilter, Scripting News and Robot
Wisdom are very reminiscent of Twitter messages today, and
perhaps also of Facebook status messages. On Twitter, users
are limited to 140 characters in each of their posts, requiring
extreme brevity and often somewhat contorted language to get
a message across. Like Metafilter, Twitter and Facebook provide
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small boxes to write in and provide the user with prompts
that guide what the boxes should be filled with. Facebook initially asked 'What are you doing right now?', later changing
this to 'What's on your mind?' Twitter used to ask 'What are
you doing?' but now simply explains 'Compose new tweet',
although if you press the icon that brings up a new window to
write a tweet, you are given the prompt 'What's happening?'
Presumably, we have already learnt how to use Twitter, and no
longer need such explicit prompts.
Another factor in the shift Blood identifies from a brief to an
essayistic style of blogging is likely the merging of two previously fairly distinct genres. Early web diaries such as that of
Justin Hall have little in common with the early weblogs of Jorn
Barger or Dave Winer, or with the Metafilter of today. Carolyn
Burke, who started her online diary in January 1995, wrote at
the Online Diary History Project, T wanted everyone in the
world to expose their inner lives to everyone else. Complete
open honest people. What a great and ideal world would result'
(Burke, n.d.). The early years of the web were characterized by
utopianism and optimism: finally, everybody would be able to
communicate freely. Blogger's slogan in 2000, 'Push-button
publishing for the people', takes another tack on the matter
- not^share^JrithTiacy, as with personal diaries online, but
opening up publishing to regular people.
Once free, easy-to-use blogging systems like Blogger.com
and others were established, blogging took off. By 2002, the
Oxford English Dictionary was asking Peter Merholz for a print
source for the word 'blog' so they could include it in their dictionary (peterme.com, 14 June 2002).
The blog search engine Technorati.com launched in 2002.
The number of blogs it tracked grew rapidly, from a little
over 100,000 in late 2003 to three million by July 2004. At
this point, the total number of blogs was doubling every few
months. Blog search engines like Technorati made the connections and conversations between blogs much more easily
accessible to outsiders, and provided vast amounts of data
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about the blogosphere, as people had begun to call the global
networks of blogs and the conversations taking place in them.
Technorati began to release quarterly reports on "The State of
the Blogosphere', which were much cited and discussed and
gave some of the largest-scale pictures of what blogs across the
world were like. Technorati still exists today, but after indexing well over ioo million blogs in 2008 they have cut back to
only one million blogs today, and have stopped indexing blogs
in languages other than English. Technorati today still lists
the one hundred most popular blogs (that it indexes) but is
now more concerned with marketing and advertising across
social media than with being a search engine for blogs. Their
now-annual 'State of the Blogosphere' reports still contain
interesting information about the blogs they track.
In 2004, the year that Technorati saw the number of blogs
double every month, Merriam-Webster declared 'blog' to
be the word of the year, reporting that 'blog' was the most
searched-for word on their online dictionary that year. By then,
the media were writing about blogs regularly and almost everybody seemed to have heard about them. But in a survey late
that year, 62 per cent of internet users still said they didn't
know what a blog was (Rainie 2005). No wonder they were
trying to look the word up in a dictionary.
During the next few years, otherjpersonal publication platforms went mainstream, making our idea of what 'blogging' is
more splintered but also showing the success of the basic idea
of individuals freely being able to publish online. Twitter was
founded in 2006, and by 2012 was one of the ten most-visited
websites with more than half a billion active users. Facebook
launched in 2004, at first only for students, but opening up to
accept anybody as a member in late 2006. A few years later, it
has more than a billion members. These figures are astounding
in demonstrating the eagerness of humanity to communicate.
In 2008, the term 'sficiaLmedia' was adopted and rapidly
entered the mainstream as a broad category that describes
online mairyjtomany communication. In many countries, a
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majority ofthe population has an account on Facebook or some
other social media. While social media sites like Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube and Pinterest are not usually referred to as
blogs, they clearly have a lot in common with blogs. Twitter is
sometimes referred to as 'micro-blogging', with reference to
the brevity of each post, and as we have seen, Twitter is very
similar to early blogs like Scripting News or Metafilter. Many
people use YouTube to publish a video blog, or 'vlog', where
they speak to the camera much as a conventional blogger types
on theTreyboardTTmterest could be seen as a visual blog where
people share and comment on images they find online. And
Facebook is in many ways a closedblogging system, not unlike
Livejournal was with its complex privacy controls, friend lists
and possibility of sharing (or posting) status messages, links,
images and other content.

How blogs have adapted to a social media
ecosystem
. Blogs were social media years before the term was coined and,
in many ways, blogs still form the backbone of social media.
Far more people are on Facebook or another social media
platform than there are bloggers, but much of what we do in
social media is at root a form of blogging. In a post to Jerz's
Literacy Weblog on 12 June 2012, Dennis Jerz borrows words
from William Gibson, suggesting that blogs have 'evolved into
birds', changed so they are barely recognizable, much as the
dinosaurs did. But although a blogger in 2002 might not have
predicted Pinterest or Twitter, it's unlikely they would have
been particularly surprised to learn about them. The basic idea
is the same: let everybody share their thoughts and discoveries
online. As I see it, the major changes in the last decade have
been a greauymcreased centralization within each service,
but many competing services; far more emphasis on images;
briefer fragments to suit reading and sharing habits on mobile
devices; and a fragmentation of conversations which now to a
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lesser extent take place in the blogs themselves and are instead
9 spread across Twitter and Facebook.
First, new blogging services tend to be centralized and often
advertisement-driven, rather than installed on the blogger's
own server and controlled by the blogger. You can use Twitter
or Facebook very much as you use a blog, but you cannot host
your own Twitter or Facebook stream on an independent
server; you have to use their server, their layout, and accept
their ads. Tumblr.com is another example of a blogging site
that only works if you accept being locked into their ecosystem.
Second, the increasing use of smartphones with integrated
cameras and internet connectivity nalTafiected the way blogs
have evolved. The first shift here was to short messages and
updates. Twitter's 140-character limit was specifically designed
to be compatible with the 160 characters of an SMS on a phone
(allowing some space for the Twitter handle of the sender) but
as we increasingly access the internet on the go through our
smartphones, the brevity of Twitter also perfectly matches the
small screens of our mobile devices and the little bursts of time
we use to access media on our mobiles, for instance while waiting for something or on public transport. Facebook's mobile
client allows us to use Facebook similarly.
As the cameras in our smartphones have improved drastically, we're also seeing that photographs are becoming
increasingly important in social media and blogs. Facebook
gives more and more space to images in its news feed, and
services such as Instagram allow mobile photo sharing, complete with inbuilt filters that let us make our snapshots look
like vintage polaroids or whatever we would like, turning the
limitations of the phone camera into aesthetic qualities.
It's not just photographs that are increasingly popular:
graphics and images in general are far more dominant in blogs
and social media than in the early days of blogging. Greater
bandwidth allowing faster download of images, better quality
screens for viewing images, online image-editing tools that are
high quality and free, and the growing use of handheld devices

and tablets for reading web content all contribute to flie image
density of social media today. On Facebook and blogs, we see
that slogans, jokes and motivational quotes spread quickly from
user to user if superimposed on a photograph that contrasts,
illustrates or complements the written text. Infographics and
visualizations abound, and with their colourful and sometimes
interactive charts and diagrams they are far more appealing to
a drive-by audience than is a mass of text.
Sharmgjinks to sites that interest us is an important feature
of social media, and this too has become more visual. While
text-based sites like Metafilter still exist, sites that are shared on
Facebook are now automatically displayed with a thumbnail
image, and social bookmarking sites like Pinterest emphasize the visual aspects of a site, displaying images linked to
websites much as a mood board with photos cut from magazines pinned all over it. Blogs likewise feature images more
prominently than in the early years, with many standard blog
layout templates requiring a featured image for each post and
many blog genres tending towards heavy use of photographs
throughout each post.
It is impossible to estimate how many blogs there are in the
world. There is no central registry for blogs. In 2012, the popular blogging host Wordpress.com stated that it alone hosted
over 50 million blogs, with more than 100,000 new blogs set
up each day - but it did not state how many of these are actively
being updated.
One problem with trying to count blogs is the number of
inactive blogs. Many people will try to create a blog to see how it
works, but then abandon the blog after a single post, or maybe
after a week or two. The reverse problem occurs with spam
blogs, blogs that are created by marketers and spammers that
are simply foils for search engines, full of garbled, machinegenerated posts that link to websites that the spammers want
search engines to see as popular. Another reason it's hard to
track blogs accurately is that the internet is distributed and
there is no central counting house for blogs.

The media monitoring company NM Incite tracked 181 million blogs at the end of 2011, according to a post in their blog,
The Social Marketer, on 8 March 2012. They do not specify
whether this is a global figure or English-language only. The
China Internet Network Information Center reported there
were more than 300 million 'blogs and personal spaces' in
China in 2011 (CNNIC 2011).
A better way of estimating the spread of blogging is to survey
a representative sample of the population, or of internet users,
and ask whether or not they contribute to blogs and read blogs.
The World Internet Project collects data from twenty different
countries and has found a lot of variance in the popularity of
blogging across these countries. For instance, as many as 20%
of users in the United Arab Emirates work on a blog at least
once a week, but only 5% in Australia do the same. And while
95% of New Zealanders and 94% of Swedes never work on
a blog, only 62% of Mexicans and 61% of people in Cyprus
never blog (USC Annenberg School Center for the Digital
Future 2012).

Three blogs
An immense range of different blogs can be created by using
simple blogging software. We'll look at blogs that represent
three maimsfcdes_of blogging: personal or diary-style blogging;
filter blogging; and topic-driven blogging.
,
Personal blogs: Dooce.com
Heather B. Armstrong, also known by her pseudonym 'Dooce',
rose to notoriety as one of the first bloggers to be fired from
her job because of things she had written on her blog. In fact,
the term 'to be dooced' is listed in UrbanDictionary.com as
meaning 'To be fired from your job because of the contents
of your weblog'. Armstrong used this momentum to build a
strong and committed readership for her still very popular personal blog, Dooce.com. Over the course of more than a decade

of blogging, Armstrong has written about working in the tech
industry, about her relationship to her Mormon family, about
being a mother of small children, about post-partum depression, about her divorce and about many other topics. Her style
is witty and often sarcastic, and her blog includes a lot of photographs, often of her dog or her daughter.
The basic layout of Dooce.com has remained fairly stable for
the last few years, but the colour scheme and banner image
across the top of the screen are regularly changed. Dooce is,
after all, a designer. If you're interested in seeing the changes
in her blog over the years, you can look at the archived versions at The Internet Archive (archive.org). The blog has always
maintained a large central area for the main content of the site,
the posts. Thergfsa simple navigation bar across the top with
icons linked to her photos, and ads in narrow columns on the
left- and right-hand sides.
Some years ago, most blogs had a small section in an upper
corner that explained who the blogger was or what the blog was
about, and many blogs still have this. Increasingly, though, you
have to look for an 'About' link to find this information, and
Armstrong has also removed her description from the front
page where it used to be. Sometimes there'll be a photograph
of the blogger as well, and often a link to an 'About' page. Most
blog templates have these features built in, and they will often
fetch this information from the blogger's profile or from a
form that the blogger fills out. In Armstrong's 'About' page,
she writes briefly about being fired:
I started this Web site in February 2001. A year later I was
fired from my job for this Web site because I had written stories that included people in my workplace. My advice to you
is BE YE NOT SO STUPID. Never write about work on the
Internet unless your boss knows and sanctions the fact that
YOU ARE WRITING ABOUT WORK ON THE INTERNET.
Armstrong has done very well for herself after being fired.
Reading the blog entries that led up to her being fired (they're

all still online), it's clear that she hated her job as a web
designer in a dot com start-up. Today, she runs her own web
design business, looks after her daughter and makes a reasonable income from ads on her very popular blog.
In the first years of blogging, there were no ads. Dooce's blog
shows the path towards the commercialization - or as many
bloggers say, the monetization - of blogging. She introduced
text ads, like the ones seen in her blog's right-hand column, in
2004, and graphical ads, like the large ad on the left, in 2005.
By 2006, Dooce and her husband reported that 'The monthly
checks [from the advertisers] add up to a comfortable enough
middle class to upper-middle class income' (Salt Lake Tribune,
14 October 2006). I discuss how she transitioned her blog into
a business more in chapter 6, 'Blogging Brands'.
Armstrong's primary subj ect is her life. Her blog is a diary that
is open to the public. Of course, Armstrong doesn't blog everything that happens to her - this is not a secret diary but adiary
deliberately written to be shared. Posts are written with care and
wit, and are clearly edited before they are published. Some of
her posts are short and sweet, like this small tribute to her eldest
daughter, posted with a photograph on 2 October 2012:
First born
She gets herself dressed, makes her own breakfast, packs her
own bag. She can write paragraphs of dialogue and read hundreds of pages a week. She shows her little sister how to dress
her dolls. She's memorized a concerto on the piano.
Somewhere, somehow in the last eight years I raised a human
being.
Others share anecdotes about kids and the annoyances of parenthood, or chance encounters in airports, such as the 27 April
2011 post this is excerpted from:
Then he called out my name, and when I focused on his face
I did not recognize him. Sol thought, hmm, maybe he knows
me from my website? Maybe he follows me on Twitter?
Maybe I slept with him and don't remember?

And then time did that weird, dizzying thing that causes all
the noise in the room to sound like a giant fart underwater.
Because then it came to me: OH MY GOD YOU BROKE MY
HEART EIGHTEEN YEARS AGO YOU BASTARD.
He did. He broke it right in half, and I did not get over it for
a long time. But that was when I was unmedicated, so I did
not get over a lot of things including the rapid decline of New
Kids on the Block.
Most bloggers who use their blogs as personal diaries do
so less publicly than Armstrong. Often diarists belong to web
rings linking diaries together, or they write on social sites like
~XiveJournal where they can set up friend lists and share sections oftheir diaries with specified friends or groups of friends.
In these cases, the blog is often only meant as a way of commu^-nicating with close friends. Armstrong's posts don't document
every aspect of her life as a private diary might. Instead, they
present slices of her life, episodes and anecdotes that give
readers a strong feeling of knowing the blogger, but that also
keep many secrets. This is the aspect of blogging that Viviane
Serfaty refers to as the veil of the screen (Serfaty 2004:13-14).
rt- She argues that online diarists and bloggers use their writing
If as a mirror that allows them to see themselves more clearly
b and to construct themselves as subjects in a digital society, but
I also as a veil that will always conceal much of their lives from
their readers. We'll return to the ways bloggers both reveal and
hide their fives from their readers in chapter 5.
Filter blogs: kottke.org
Unlike diary-style blogs, filter blogs don't log the blogger's
offline life but record his or her experiences and finds (mthe
Web. Jorn Barger's Robot Wisdom was one of the first examples
of a filter blog, being simply a list of links with no commentary. Most weblogs do however provide some commentary
in addition to simply linking. Today's filter blogs range from
the popular Boing Boing, which provides news on bizarre web
finds, to Metafilter, a group blog where members post links

to interesting websites, to personal sites like Rebecca Blood's
Rebecca's Pocket or Jason Kottke's kottke.org. While personal
blogs like Dooce.com focus mostly on the life of the blogger,
filter blogs filter the web from the blogger's own point of view.
There are often dominant topics, but these may shift as the
blogger's interests change over time.
Jason Kottke is a web designer who has been blogging
since 1998 at the URL kottke.org. His blog is known for its
witty commentary and expert opinions on the cultural sides
of web development, design and new technology, and Kottke
succeeds in combining his discussion of web news with a personal tone and the occasional personal story. The screenshot
reproduced here (Figure 1.1) shows an excellent example of
this. When it was taken, Kottke and his wife (Meg Hourihan,
who coincidentaUy was a co-founder of Blogger.com) had
recently become parents for the first time. Kottke's blogging
had therefore dropped to a minimum, but when he did post, it
was to compare his newborn son's reflexes to the motion-sensitivity of two recently released technological toys: the iPhone
and the Wii game console's remote. After considering the various advantages and drawbacks of the iPhone and the Wiimote,
he concludes that the baby is the winner:
Newborns, however, are born with something called the
Moro reflex. When infants feel themselves fall backwards,
they startle and throw their arms out to the sides, as illustrated in this video. Even fast asleep they will do this, often
waking up in the process. So while the Wiimote's accelerometer may be more sensitive, the psychological pressure
exerted on the parent while lowering a sleeping baby slowly
and smoothly enough so as not to wake them with the Moro
reflex and thereby squandering 40 minutes of walkingthe-baby-to-sleep time is beyond intense and so much greater
than any stress one might feel serving for the match in tennis
or getting that final strike in bowling.
In this cited portion, Kottke links out to information on newborn babies' 'accelerometer'; earlier in the post, he linked to
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Figure I.I A screenshot of Jason Kottke's blog, kottke.org
(taken 2 August 2007).
information on the accelerometers built into the iPhone and
the Wiimote. He does include a touch of a diary-style story
about being a new parent, but its style is very different from
Dooce's, woven into a discussion of recent technology.
Kottke's blog layout in 2007 (see Figure 1.1) shows his
enthusiasm for and knowledge about the Web by integrating 'widg^tsjjnjecesof code that you can paste into your blog
template to automatically display your activity on another
site. In 2012, the layout has been simplified and, as with
many contemporary blogs, there is more white space and less
information in the side column. As on Dooce.com, there is no
general description of the blog on the front page, but there is a

link to 'About + contact'. Instead of the 2007 widget displaying
recent Twitter posts, the 2012 layout simply links to the official
kottke.orgTwitter feed.
Jason Kottke usually does not permit comments on his
posts, presumably because of the extremely high number of
comments he used to receive, making it very work-intensive
to moderate comments and participate in discussions. From
2007 to 2009, some readers ran a website of their own called
KottkeKomments, which pulled in posts from kottke.org's RSS
feed and republished them, the main difference being that
comments were open on each post. In practice, the site was
more a statement than an actual community. There were no
links from kottke.org to KottkeKomments, so it was hard for
readers to find the site, and only a small number of readers
participate in the discussions held there. Jason Kottke does
participate in conversations between blogs by linking to blogs
in some of his posts, and he often acknowledges that he has
found an interesting link or story in another blog by adding a
line at the end of a post, for instance: 'via Matt', where the word
Matt is linked to Mart's post at his blog A Whole Lot of Nothing.
Kottke doesn't have a blogroll, but includes a list of links to
'sites I've enjoyed recently' in the right-hand column of his
blog, and there are several blogs among these. Unlike many
other popular blogs, Kottke merely gestures towards newer
social media. The blog does prominently display a link to
Twitter, Tumhlr and Facebook accounts, but these only re-post
blog posts, just as the RSS feed does. Kottke does not engage
in conversation in any of these places. However, Jason Kottke
does have personal accounts, and @jkottke on Twitter is fairly
active, engages in conversations and, as evidence of the level of
his blog's popularity, has over 170,000 followers.
Topic-driven blogs: Daily Kos and The Artful Parent
Jason Kottke and Heather Armstrong blog about issues that
interest them. They don't limit their blogging to a pre-defined
topic, although their interests are reasonably stable. Kottke is

a graphic designer who mainly works with the Web and so
most of his posts are about the Web, design or information
architecture. While Armstrong was in the tech industry, she
wrote about work and living in Los Angeles, whereas now her
focus is largely on life as a mother of young children. Despite
changes in their lives, their individual voices are constant
reminders that these blogs are personal.
Many blogs are not primarily focused on the various interests of the individual blogger, but are instead focused on topics
as diverse as knitting (Brooklyn TweiS)TpersbnaT:::fiMnces
(Get Rich Slowly), crafting with children (The Artful Parent),
data visualization (Flowing Data), politicians' use of the Web
(techPresident), quantum theory (The Quantum Pontiff) or personal productivity (Zen Habits). All these topic-centred blogs
share newly discovered ideas and information with their
readers, usually providing links to more information. Thus
they provide a filter to the vast amounts of news, information
and conversations on the Web. While many of these blogs
are run by individuals, topic-driven blogs are also often run
collaboratively by a group of contributors. Often such blogs
prioritizedebate, both between posters and between posters
and commenters.
There are as many different kinds of topic-driven blogs as
there are hobbies, passions and professions. One large group
within topic-driven blogs is blogs alSouFpolitics. According
to Pew Internet Research's survey of bloggers in July 2006,
around n per cent of all bloggers write primarily about politics.
Daily Kos, a liberal blog founded by Markos Moulitsas in 2002,
is one of the most popular political blogs. Moulitsas writes
many posts himself, but most are written by a broad network
of contributors, both established political figures and community members of the site. Each post is signed by its author,
often using a pseudonym such as 'Kos' or 'teacherken', and
pseudonyms are linked to the user's profile, which includes
the user's real name, a short biography and links to their activity on the site.

Daily Kos has moved from a three-column layout in 2007 to
a simpler, two-column layout today. In 2007, all ads were for
politically compatible sites, but today the blog simply serves
standard ads. There are many posts every day, and most posts
comment on and link tojiews articles, statements by politicians and~ongoing debates, often with quite extensive quotes
and some further discussion. Posts tend to take a news article, a press release or another blog post as a starting point,
show readers specific sections of the post, and criticize or add
to the points made in the quotation. The posts link back to
the source, allowing readers to read the entire article if they
so wish. This form of blogging is discussion-oriented and can
lead to extensive conversations acro'sT'bTogsTlt is not at all
confined to poUtical blogs but may be most prolific in these
blogs.
The Artful Parent is an example of quite a different topicdriven blog, and is written by parent and artist Jean Van't Hul.
The topic is clearly defined: 'On The Artful Parent I share ideas,
information, and inspiration to encourage you to enjoy and
share art with the kids in your life (whether in your home or
your classroom). I post several times a week on children's art,
seasonal crafts, and family fun.' Unlike The Daily Kos, The
Artful Parent is a single-authored blog, with a post published
3-5 times a week. Most posts describe an art activity Jean Van't
Hul has tried out with her young children. The posts are illustrated with photos, include instructions and information about
where to find materials, as well as little personal anecdotes.
The blog started out as a hobby; a site where Van't Hul shared
her passion for engaging children in creative art processes, but
with time the blog has become increasingly professional, with
sponsors, giveaways, carefully catalogued posts to make the
archives more accessible and the sale of ebooks of art projects
for each season. There are, of course, posts about all these
activities, and there are also guest posts and interviews with
other experts on children's art.
In contrast to what you would typically expect from a book
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on the topic, Jean Van't Hul includes her personal experience
of an art activity in her description. For instance, she starts a
post describing body tracing like this:
Why is body tracing so popular with little kids?! Maia just
loves it. She loves it when I trace her body with chalk outside.
And she loves it when I trace her body on paper inside. So
today when I asked her if she wanted me to trace her body
(inspired by Lucia's post on body art with her art group), she
was super excited.
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The rest of the post describes how they laid easel paper on the
floor, shows photos of the process and links to supplies you
might want to use to do the activity at home: oil pastels and
tempera paints.
Crafts blogs are a region of the blogosphere that has grown
heavily over the last few years. In some counts, crafts blogs
dwarf political blogs, news blogs or tech blogs (De Maeyer
2010). In a visualization ofthe top 1,000 most popular blogs on
Technorati in 2011, Hal Roberts of Mediacloud, the Berkman
Center for Internet and Society at Harvard, mapped the blogs
not simply according to the links between them but according
to the most frequently used words. Roberts found that 'love'
was the most frequently used word in the top 1,000 blogs, and
identified the 'love' blogs as primarily crafts and lifestyle blogs.
Apart from love, the tag cloud generated from the 'love' cluster shows a high frequency of words like family, Christmas,
children, cute, decor, quilt, colour, tutorial, vintage, space,
fabulous, giveaway (Roberts 2011).
Like The Daily Kos, many crafts blogs have large audiences
and focus on a specific topic with its own clear rules and expectations. There are some different genre conventions, though.
Where The Daily Kos responds to news reports and includes
long quotations and often embeds the videos it is responding
to, crafts blogs like The Artful Parent focus much more on an
extensive use of photos, grounding posts in the physical world
around them. Although much of the content appears apolitical, there are many serious debates in the 'love' blog cluster.

Topics that are regularly discussed include sustainable living,
work-life balance and feminism, all matters that are important in society and perhaps are given too little attention by
political blogs such as The Daily Kos. It is true that the feel-good
atmosphere of many crafts blogs hinders more overtly political j
discussions, or even topics that will engender controversy. For
instance, when on 20 August 2012 SouleMama wrote about
how her whole family had come down with whooping cough,
she apologetically pleaded with her readers not to discuss the v
pros and cons of vaccinations:
I haven't been sure how this particular chapter of our lives
was going to fit into the space of this here blog. Because, I
hope you'll understand, this Mama is very tired, and a wee
bit vulnerable, and most definitely not up for controversy or
playing the role of mediator beyond that of my live littles at
the moment (which is my gentle but sincere way of asking that
we skip the volatile topic of vaccines in the comments here today.
Thank you so much!).
She later closed comments, because of course a debate did
follow. In an addendum to her original post, she refused to
state whether or not she was for or against vaccinations, pointing out that the strain of whooping cough her family had
caught was affecting vaccinated and unvaccinated alike. She
reiterated her dislike of debate, requesting:
That readers kindly refrain from discussing the politics of
vaccination in the comments of this thread, as I think the
conversation is not only volatile and not conducive to healthy,
peaceful debate in this medium but most importantly,
entirely unwelcome in this, nwspace. There are forums and
places which welcome debate online that surely you can find.
Please think of this space here as my living room in which^we've all been asked to leave our politics at the door and enter \
into the room in kindness and in the hope of finding what I
connects us, rather than divides.
j
On the one hand, SouleMama's polite insistence that readers do not discuss controversial issues perfectly echoes the
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perhaps old-fashioned rule of etiquette not to discuss politics
or religion in polite society. Polite society, of course, often
meant situations where women were present - and while
avoiding controversial issues may have allowed women greater
harmony in their relationships, it also marginalized women's
voices in politics.
Another way of looking at the avoidance of controversy is
that these blogs are intended as a wayof focusing on happiness, even bliss. There is even a book titled Bloggingfor Bliss:
Blogging for bliss means many things to many bloggers, but
in the end it's all about connecting, learning, and giving back
by inspiring others. With just a few clicks of a mouse you
can be transported into a creative and inspiring community
where quilters can learn new techniques, moms can connect
with other moms, and artists can share their creations and
gain recognition. Creative blogs are wonderful and welcoming places, introducing countiess avenues to express one's
passions. (Frey 2009:12)
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A less charitable perspective is that of commercial interest.
Soulemama has become an income source for Amanda Soule,
just as The Artful Parent has become a source of income for
Jean Van't Hul. Most popular crafts blogs have ads and sponsors that generate a direct income. In addition, many publish
books in print or independently as ebooks; they run online
stores or they sell their knitting patterns as downloads; they
offer online photography or sewing classes or specially packaged video tutorials. If you're making a living off your blog,
you don't want to offend half your customers.
Because bloggers tend to read and link to other blogs that are
similar to their own, it is easy to develop a skewed view of what
the 'typical' blogger might be like, and this has led to several
"Hisedebates^For instance, a regularly occurring discussion in
the blogosphere concerns the perceived lack of women bloggers. Surveys have shown that there is a fairly even gender
balance. In 2003, Susan Herring and her research group
found that 48 per cent ofbloggers in their sample were women

and 52 per cent were men. Blogs hosted on typical journalling
sites like Livejournal and DiaryLand were excluded from the
sample, as were blogs that had not been updated in the last two
weeks. The selection was taken from the random function of
blo.gs, a blog tracking service (Herring et al. 2004). In 2006,
using a somewhat different methodology, researchers from
Pew Internet Research found that 46 per cent of bloggers were
women and 54 per cent men (Lenhart and Fox 2006). Both
surveys demonstrate that the idea of gender imbalance was a
perception rather than based on objective data.
It has often been noted that male bloggers tend to link more
to other men than they do to women bloggers. That means
that for people who mostly read men's blogs, it might look
as though there are 'no women bloggers', while the reality is
that they are simply less visible within certain groups of blogs.
Perhaps we tend to assume, too easily, that blogs form a continuous network in which they are all interconnected. Jodi -""'
Dean suggests that instead of talking about the 'blogosphere',
which suggests a shared community, we should talk about
'blogipelago':
The term 'blogosophere' tricks us into thinking community
when we should be asking aout the kinds of links, networks,
flows, and solidarities that blogs hinder and encourage.
'Blogipelago', like archipelago, reminds us of separateness.
disconnection, and the immense effort it can take to move
from one island or network to another. (Dean 2010: 38)
From the political 'blogipelago', The Artful Parent and
Soulemama are all but invisible, and vice versa.
Herring argues that the reason for the impression that there
are more male bloggers is the emphasis in the media on filter
blogs, which Herring's survey found to be predominantly written by adult males. However, Herring's group found that only
13 per cent of all blogs are filter blogs or knowledge blogs, a
category Herring defines as 'repositories of information and
observations with a typically technological focus'. Forty per
cent of journal- or diary-style bloggers are men, so this style

of blogging is not dominated by women. The effect, however,
of the media and the focus of scholarship on male-dominated
filter blogs is, as Herring writes, that 'actual diversity (and
hence evidence of the democratic nature of weblogs) is discursively minimized' (Herring et al. 2004).

Defining blogs
The word 'blog' is a contraction of the words 'web' and log'.
Blogs have developed considerably since the word was first
used about a website in 1997, but the basic sense of a blog
being some kind of log, kept on the Web, remains. The word
log_is taken from nautical navigation, and originally referred
to a chronological record of events during a sea journey: tracking speed, weather, course arioso on. The name originally
comes from the practice of measuring speed by throwing
a log attached to a rope overboard and counting how many
knots in the rope passed through a sailor's hands in thirty seconds. Readings from the log would then be entered into the
logbook. Today, other information is also entered into the logbook. Weblogs have retained the chronological organization
of the ship's logbook, although their content is less ordered
and less systematic than a conventional logbook. The implicit
transfer of the navigation metaphor to the Web is fitting, as
people in the nineties tended to talk about navigating the
Web.
The examples we've looked at so far have many things in
common. Their basic layout is similar, with the page divided
into two or three columns, where the largest column is for the
main content, the posts, and the narrower columns are kept
for links to other blogs, information about the blog or blogger,
links within the blog and ads. Some are written by individuals
and have very subjective, personal writing styles, while others
are written by a group of contributors and have a more journalistic style, although posts areclearly opinionated and don't
attempt to be neutral or objective.

There are blogs about acrobatics, cars, fashion, fatherhood,
finances, gadgets, gardening, happiness, health, knitting,
life, mathematics, motherhood, movies, pets, philosophy,
photography, poetry, politics, personal productivity, religion,
technology, travel, writing, and of course, blogging. If you're
interested in any particular topic, you can probably find a blog
- or a dozen blogs - about it. If not, you can easily start your
own blog. But what do these very diverse websites have in
common that allows us to call them all 'blogs'?
Genres may be defined by their form or their content.
Comedies, for instance, are largely defined by their content and
theme. M. H. Abrams's A Glossary of Literary Terms (Abrams
1993) defines a comedy as 'a work in which the materials are
selected and managed primarily in order to interest, involve,
and amuse us: the characters and their discomfitures engage
our pleasurable attention rather than our profound concern,
we are made to feel confident that no great disaster will occur,
and usually the action turns out happily for the chief characters'. The sonnet, on the other hand, is an example of a genre
that is defined by form alone. Abrams's definition reads thus:
'Sonnet. A lyric poem consisting of a single stanza of fourteen
iambic pentameter lines linked by an intricate rhyme scheme.'
There is, admittedly, later in the definition a discussion of the
kinds of subject a sonnet typically addresses (sexual love was
most common prior to John Donne, who introduced religious
themes), but it is clear that the main defining quality of a
sonnet is that it is constrained formally.
Blogs are far more diverse in their subject matter than
either comedies or sonnets. On the other hand, blogs are easy
to define formally, and, as we have seen in the examples distressed so tar, blogs share similarities in layout and contain
many of the same elements. The most obvious is the basic unit
of the post, but there are many others, such as the time stamps,
the post titles, the blogroll (which is growing less common),
the 'About' page and so on. Most definitions of blogs rely primarily on the formal qualities of blogs. The Wikipedia entry

for 'blog' begins, as of 18 September 2012, by stating that a
blog is 'a discussion or informational site published on the
World Wide Web and consisting of discrete entries ("posts")
typically displayed in reverse chronological order (the most
recent post appears first) f T h i s Wikipedia entry was begun
on 1 November 2001, and has since been edited by hundreds
of Wikipedia users, and, despite many minor adjustments
over the years, we might assume that it represents a consen%//^iv& opinion. The definition of 'weblog' that I wrote for the
Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory begins in a similar manner by stating that a weblog is 'a frequently updated
website consisting of dated entries arranged in reverse chronological order so the most recent post appears first' (Walker
2005).
These can be taken as minimal definitions of a blog however, they are also so broad"that they could include many
forms of website that are not typically called blogs - company
newsletters, for instance, or online newspapers. Ifwe see blogs
not as a genre but as a medium, that need not be a problem.
t^~ The difference between a medium and a genre has become
blurred with the internet. It's easy enough to say that television is a medium and that soap operas, talk shows and sitcoms
are genres. This differentiation is more difficult - and perhaps less useful - on the internet. Scholars have suggested
that, rather than looking at the internet as a single medium, it
makes more sense to consider different authoring software as
providing different media (Ryan 2005). A game made in Flash
is thus using a different medium, with different constraints
and affordances, than a video edited in iMovie and uploaded
to YouTube. In this sense of the word, blogs are a medium,
not a genre. Just as an artist chooses to use oil paints rather
than watercolour or a director chooses to work with cinema
rather than television or theatre, a blogger has chosen to work
within the set of constraints and affordances offered by blogging software.
•r Within the medium of blogs, you might then identify dif-

ferent genres and sub-genres, such as the diary-style blog, the
filter blog and the topic-driven blog, and at the next level, the
political blog or the craft blog. Each of these carries a set of
/
^elective limitations - for instance, the filter blog would probably not include photographs of the blogger's cat, and the
personal blog would probably not include frequent links to
newspaper articles about politics, or allow several posters. Of
course, many blogs do cross genres, and as with every genre
there are exceptions and crossovers.
Ultimately, whether or not you decide to define blogs as a
medium or as a genre depends on your perspective. As MarieLaure Ryan writes in her discussioncbf media and narrative for
the Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory, the same thing
might be seen as either a genre or a medium: 'Hypertext, for
instance, is a genre if we view it as a type of text, but it is a (sub)
medium if we regard it as an electronic tool for the organization of text' (Ryan 2005). We could say exactly the same
thing of blogs. If we see blogs as a medium, then the formal
definitions are sufficient. These are the material limitations of
blogs. An online newspaper or company newsletter may well
choose to use blogging software as a medium. However, if we ^
see blogs as a genre, or, as Ryan puts it, as a 'type of text', then
our definition should include mention of the typical style and
content that lets us at a glance say 'that's not a blog' when we
see an online newspaper.
The personal tone that we saw in Kottke's and Dooce's blogs
is one of the characteristics often said to define blogs. Evan
Williams, who with Meg Hourihan co-founded the company
that created Blogger.com, names three characteristics that,
to him, define blogging: frequency, brevity and personality
(Turnball 2001). This triad refers to the familiar though not
uncontroversial rules for good writing: clarity, brevity and sincerity, a triad Richard Lanham calls a 'venerable Stoic theory
of language' (Lanham 1993: 228). Lanham argues that such
rules for good writing belong to a world that revolves around
goods and commodities, where words are derivative, simple

references to the objects they refer to. In today's information
society, on the other hand, 'words are the "goods'" (229), and
striving to be 'clear, brief and sincere' makes no sense.
• / ^ Be that as it may, Williams's alternative, 'frequency, brevity
and personality', does describe the gist of blogging. The first
two points describe formal qualities: blogs consist of frequent,
relatively brief postings. The third is a question of style and
context: blogs are personal. They are usually written by individuals and present an individual's subjective view of- or log
of - the Web, their life or a particular topic. Even company
blogs tend to be written by an individual or a small group of
individuals, as we will see in chapter 6. Blogs are generally
written in the first person.
In addition to being a first-person form of writing, blogs
are social. Most blogs allow and encourage readers to leave
comments, and almost all use links to sources and to other
bloggers discussing similar topics. The social aspect of blogs is
included in this definition of'weblog' from the Oxford English
Dictionary: 'A frequently updated website consisting of personal observations, excerpts from other sources, etc., typically
run by a single person, and usually with hyperlinks to other
sites; an online journal or diary.'
It's probably not possible to construct a watertight definition of 'blog' that once and for all enables us to classify any
/ website as being either a blog or not a blog, but in most cases
people have no trouble making such a distinction. One sure
j>ign that a set of conventions for a genre have been established
is the existence of parodies of the genre - and there are already
many parodies of blogs. A well-known example is The Dullest
Blog in the World, an anonymous blog with very short, very
dull entries, such as this one from 7 June 2011, titled 'Sitting
down': 'I was standing up. It_occurred tcyme that a more comfortable posture would be preferable. I located a chair and sat
down.' Beneath each post is the standard auto-generated list
of links to the comments on the post, a permalink (permanent
link) to the post, and, of course, the date and time stamp. The

most remarkable thing about The Dullest Blog in the World is
the sheer volume of comments each post attracts. Many posts
have hundreds of comments, showing how fascinated people
are with this simple parody.
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